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Mott transition in granular aluminum
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A Mott transition in granular Al films is observed by probing the increase of the spin-flip scattering rate of
conduction electrons as the nanosize metallic grains are being progressively decoupled. The presence of free
spins in granular Al films is directly demonstrated by μSR measurements. Analysis of the magnetoresistance in
terms of an effective Fermi energy shows that it becomes of the order of the grains electrostatic charging energy
at a room temperature resistivity ρ300 K ≈ 50000 μ� cm, at which a metal to insulator transition is known to
exist. As this transition is approached the magnetoresistance exhibits a heavy-fermion-like behavior, consistent
with an increased electron effective mass.
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Thanks to advances in the development of the dynamical
mean field theory (DMFT) [1], considerable progress has
been made in recent years towards a detailed understanding
of the Mott metal to insulator transition, predicted to occur
when the electron-electron interaction is of the order of the
bandwidth [2]. However, the experimental observation of
this transition has remained a challenge in three-dimensional
systems. This is because in a homogeneous metal the Coulomb
interaction is smaller by several orders of magnitude than
the bandwidth, even in the presence of a relatively high
concentration of impurities [3,4].

We show here that a Mott transition takes place in granular
metals, as nanosize grains are decoupled from each other by
a progressive reduction of the intergrain tunneling probability.
Two of the main features of this transition predicted by
DMFT theory, an increase of the electron effective mass and
a noncritical behavior of the electronic density of states as the
transition is approached, have been observed.

These observations have been made possible by the pres-
ence of free spins in granular aluminum films, which we
confirm here directly by μSR measurements. Interaction of
these spins with conduction electrons results in a negative
magnetoresistance [5]. We have used it as a tool to follow
changes of the effective Fermi energy of the granular medium
as the transition is being approached. When it occurs, at
a room temperature resistivity of about 50 000 μ�cm , we
find that the effective Fermi energy is of the order of the
grain’s charging electrostatic energy, showing that it is of the
Mott type.

In a previous publication [6] we showed that the resistance
of granular Al films exhibit a Kondo-like behavior with a
minimum followed by a ln(T ) dependence at low temperatures.
Their magnetoresistance is negative. At high temperatures
and low magnetic fields the negative magnetoresistance scales
as (H/T )n with n close to 2. This is an indirect evidence
for a spin-flip scattering mechanism between the conduction
electrons and localized magnetic moments [5]. We show in this
Rapid Communication a direct observation of these localized
moments by μSR measurements. Moreover, the low field H 2
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dependence is predicted to change to a lnH dependence at
high magnetic fields [7]. At temperatures on the order of Tc

and below and at high magnetic fields on the order of 20 T,
we observe as expected a sign change of d2ρ/dH 2 towards
saturation at higher magnetic fields.

Low energy muon spin rotation/relaxation (LE-μSR) ex-
periments [8] were performed on films with resistivities of
approximately 140, 300, 1200, 1800, and 10 000 μ� . The
measurements were performed at the Swiss Muon Source
on the μE4 beamline, at the Paul Scherrer Institute, in
Switzerland. With implantation energy of 10 keV all the muons
stop in the 100 nm film, with a mean range of 68 nm and a
stopping width (rms) of 15 nm. The time evolution of the
polarization of the muon ensemble implanted in the samples,
P (t), measured via detection of the emitted decay positron
intensity as a function of time after thermalization, is very
sensitive to the local magnetic environment and to the presence
of spins. Polarization spectra taken at different temperatures
under zero field conditions decay with a small rate, which has
two contributions. The first, which is temperature independent,
is due to the nuclear moments of Al. In addition a tempera-
ture dependent exponential relaxation of electronic origin is
observable with rate λ (typical behavior is shown in Fig. 1
for a sample at low resistivities). This rate reaches a value
of λ = 0.085 μs−1 at a temperature corresponding to the low
temperature increase of the resistivity. The analysis of muon
spin rotation measurements on the entire set of films shows
a relaxation rate of λ = 0.09 ± 0.01 μs−1 corresponding to a
concentration level of 400 ± 50 ppm. More information about
the μSR data and their analysis is provided in the Supplemental
Material [9].

The presence of localized magnetic moments in bulk Al
is not obvious. However, magnetic properties are expected
in small metallic particles due to electron confinement [10]
that may lead to odd-even Kondo nanodot behavior [11].
Alternately, scattering can occur with spins located at the
metal-oxide interface between neighboring grains. Flux noise
and other magnetometric measurements on Al oxide interface
resulted in a surface spin density of approximately 5 ×
1017 m−2 [12–14]. A surface spin density of approximately
1016 m−2 was shown to fit the 1/f flux noise observed in
superconducting devices by Faoro and Ioffe [15]. Considering
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FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the muon spin relaxation
rate of electronic origin λ for a sample with ρ300 K ≈ 140 μ� cm.
λ appears to saturate around a temperature where the resistivity starts
to increase [6] (inset).

that our grains have a size of about 2 nm, we calculate a spin
interface density of about 1016 m−2.

The fabrication of granular Al films has been described
elsewhere in detail [16]. Briefly, Al is evaporated in the
presence of a reduced pressure of oxygen. The films were
deposited onto a substrate, held either at room temperature
or at liquid nitrogen temperature. They consist of nanoscale
grains of crystalized aluminum separated by thin oxide
barriers. All samples studied had a thickness of 100 nm.
The respective amounts of Al metallic grains and Al oxide
were controlled by the Al evaporation rate and oxygen partial
pressure during evaporation. As the oxide volume fraction
is increased the grain size first goes down and eventually
reaches a constant value of about 2 nm for films deposited
at liquid nitrogen temperature, and 3 nm for films deposited
at room temperature. This occurs when the room temperature
value of the macroscopic resistivity reaches about 100 μ� cm.
As the macroscopic resistivity increases, Tc rises from that
of bulk Al (1.2 K), reaches a rather flat maximum value of
3.2 K (films deposited at liquid nitrogen temperature) or 2.2 K
(films deposited at room temperature) for resistivity values
ranging from 100 to 300 μ� cm, before slowly going down
for resistivities higher than 500 μ� cm. A film deposited
at liquid nitrogen temperature having a resistivity of about
10 000 μ� cm is still superconducting at 1.8 K.

The negative magnetoresistance of a metal containing
magnetic impurities is due, at low fields, to the difference
in the scattering rates of spin up and spin down electrons. In
the presence of a magnetic field oriented along the positive
z direction there are more scattering events of a spin down
electron into a spin up than that of a spin up electron scattering
into a spin down. But the lower density of available states
below the Fermi level where spin up electrons end up due
to the Zeeman energy gain forbids these scattering processes
because of the exclusion principle [5]. The total contribution
of the spin-flip scattering amplitudes to the resistivity is
decreased. The difference in the scattering rates of the two
processes increases as α2 = (gμBH/kBT )2, and so does
the magnetoresistance. In this regime the field dependence
of the scattering amplitudes is negligible. The interpretation

of the (H/T )2 dependence of the negative magnetoresistance
of our films in terms of the presence of localized magnetic
moments, proposed in a previous publication [6], is confirmed
by the present direct observation of free spins.

Here we focus on the large increase of the magnetoresis-
tance seen as Al grains are being progressively decoupled and
a metal to insulator transition is approached. In dilute alloys
the magnetoresistance is proportional to the magnetic impurity
concentration [5]. Since the magnetic impurity concentration
determined by μSR is about the same for all films studied,
one would expect their magnetoresistance to be about the
same. However, it increases by several orders of magnitude [6]
rising in fact faster than the resistivity itself with a power law
�ρ ∝ ρ1.38. The origin of the increasing spin scattering of
conduction electrons must lie, we believe, in an increase of
the scattering amplitudes as the metal to insulator transition is
approached.

Since the magnetoresistance results from the difference of
the scattering rates of spin up and spin down electrons, we can
write it as

�ρ = ρ+ − ρ− = m∗

ne2

(
1

τ+
− 1

τ−

)
. (1)

The scattering rates are given as

1

τ±
= km∗v0c

π�3
f

(
V,J,〈Sz〉,

〈
S2

z

〉
,S,ε±,α

)
, (2)

where k and m∗ are, respectively, the wave number and
effective mass of the conduction electron, v0 is the atomic
volume of the host metal, and c is the magnetic impurity
concentration in ppm. f is a general function defined in Ref. [5]
by the Coulomb interaction V , the interaction constant J , the
equilibrium average of the operators Sz and S2

z for the spin
component in the z direction, the impurity spin S, the energy
shifts ε± = EF ∓ μBH of the spin up/down final states, and
α = (gμBH/kBT ) with the g value of the impurity.

We assume that the large increase of the magnetoresistance
is primarily due to variations of the carrier density n and of the
effective mass m∗ as grains are being progressively decoupled:

�ρ ∝ m∗2

n
. (3)

To evaluate the increase of the effective mass with the normal
state resistivity, we use the Hall mobility result [17]

μH ∝ ρ−0.5. (4)

Bandyopadhyay et al. have presented their results as a
function of the normal state resistivity measured at 4.2 K, but
for samples for which ρ < 2 × 104 μ� cm the temperature
dependence of the resistivity is negligible and the Hall carrier
concentration varies as a function of ρ in the same way as the
mobility does. Since the magnetoresistance varies as ρ1.38, we
conclude that

m∗ ∝ ρ0.44. (5)

For the cleaner sample measured by Bandyopadhyay et al.,
with ρ ≈ 230 μ� cm, the value of the Hall constant is RH =
μH · ρ = 0.47 × 10−10 � m/T, getting close to the bulk Al
value of 0.3 × 10−10 � m/T. Therefore, we will assume that
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Critical temperature (blue squares) Tc

and effective Fermi energy (red dots) as a function of the room
temperature resistivity. The dashed line is a guide to the eye, the
dash dotted line follows E∗

F ∝ ρ−0.7 and the dash double dotted line
is showing the limit of the electrostatic energy for a 2 nm grain. The
arrow marker points to the critical resistivity ρ ≈ 50 000 μ� cm at
which a Mott transition should occur.

in samples having normal state resistivities lower than ρ ≈
100 μ� cm the basic electronic properties—effective mass
and Fermi energy—have their bulk values. This assumption
is also in agreement with the fact that the upper critical field
Bc2(0) of granular Al films is proportional to the resistivity ρ

up to 100 μ� cm [18]. This proportionality is in agreement
with the behavior of a conventional type II superconductor.
This proportionality is not observed beyond 100 μ� cm [19]
implying that electronic properties such as the density of states,
the Fermi velocity, and the effective Fermi energy are modified.
According to Eq. (5), the electron effective mass increases by
a factor 10 in sample having resistivity of ρ ≈ 10 000 μ� cm.

In order to discuss the approach to the metal to insulator
transition it is convenient to present Eq. (26) of Ref. [5] in a
slightly different form:

�ρ = −β
�

e2
aci

(
J

EF

)2

α2u, (6)

where β is a number that depends on the atomic packing
factor of the material, �/e2 is the quantum resistance, a is the
interatomic distance, ci is the magnetic impurity concentration
in ppm, J is the interaction constant, EF is the Fermi energy,
and α and u are a function of the spin of the impurity S,
the Coulomb interaction V , J , and EF . Figure 2 shows the
variation of the effective Fermi energy as a function of the
room temperature resistivity of the films, assuming that all
other factors in Eq. (6) remain constant, T = 20 K, H = 14 T,
and an impurity concentration of 400 ppm. In order to evaluate
the unknown factor βJ 2u we have assumed that the value of
the Fermi energy in the lowest resistivity sample showing the
magnetoresistance scaling behavior (ρ ≈ 65 μ� cm) is that of
the bulk EF = 11.6 eV. This is in keeping with the fact that
at this resistivity the Hall constant is unchanged from the bulk
value, as noted above.

As can be seen from Fig. 2, EF ∝ ρ−0.7. Its extrapolated
value hits the electrostatic charging energy U = 85 meV
of the grains at a room temperature resistivity of about
50 000 μ� cm, the value of U being calculated using the grain
size of 2 nm and the dielectric constant of Al2O3, ε = 8.5.

An accepted criterion for the resistivity ρ300 K at which the
metal to insulator transition occurs is given by the value where
the low temperature dependence of the resistivity becomes
exponential. For films deposited at liquid nitrogen temperature
having a grain size of 2 nm, a metal like (dρ/dT > 0)
to insulator like (dρ/dT < 0) transition has been observed
but with ln(T ) dependence rather than an exponential one,
therefore all samples are in the metallic side [6]. For films
deposited at room temperature having a larger grain size (3
nm) than in our films, measurements performed down to
1.2 K gave a critical resistivity for the exponential criterion
a value between 20 000 and 50 000 μ� cm [20]. However,
measurements performed down to 0.06 K gave values higher
than 20,000 μ� cm [21,22]. These values are definitely higher
than the value of 50 000 μ� cm at which the effective E∗

F is
down to the charging energy of 2 nm grain size samples. This
is in accordance with the smaller charging energy of the 3 nm
grain.

For the sake of comparison with the results of previous
works obtained on 3 nm grain size samples we have made
a few checks on magnetoresistance (�ρ) of such films. No
major change was observed; at 20 K and 14 T, a 110 μ� cm
film showed �ρ ≈ 0.07 μ� cm; a 1355 μ� cm film showed
�ρ ≈ 3 μ� cm. These data points fall on the same power law
line �ρ ∝ ρ1.38 as found for the 2 nm grain size samples. A
full comparison with larger grains is beyond the scope of the
present paper and will be the subject of further work.

The metal to insulator transition in nanoscale granular
aluminum occurs when the effective Fermi energy becomes
of the order of the electrostatic charging energy of the grains.
This strongly suggests that the transition is of the Mott type.
Since the density of states varies as n/EF and since n ∝ ρ−0.5,
the dependence of the density of states on ρ is quite weak,
N (0) ∝ ρ0.2. This is consistent with the predicted noncritical
behavior of the density of states at the Mott transition [1].

Kawabata has calculated the bandwidth of a system consist-
ing of small metallic particles with an electronic level splitting
δ and intergrain electron tunneling matrix element t . Assuming
that there are z adjacent particles, he finds in the weak coupling
limit a bandwidth w ∼= πzt2/δ [23]. Since the grain size and
therefore δ should be roughly constant, the control parameter
is t , which varies with the resistivity as ρ−1 ∝ t2 [24]. As
the grain’s oxide barrier thickness increases, so does the
resistivity, t reduces and as a result w decreases. However,
these calculations do not take into account electron-electron
interactions.

The increasing effective mass in high resistivity films might
induce some similarities with the case of heavy fermions. Such
similarity is indeed observed in their respective magnetoresis-
tance behaviors. In the Kondo diluted case the magnetore-
sistance remains negative at all temperatures. But in heavy
fermions there is a change of sign of the magnetoresistance at
low temperatures at a fixed field [25,26]. In the most resistive
(ρ300 K ≈ 13 000 μ� cm) superconducting sample measured,
which still has a critical temperature of 1.8 K, the low
field magnetoresistance turns positive below 20 K, as can
be seen in Fig. 3. Down to T = 8 K, the field at which
the magnetoresistance changes sign, remains of the order of
2 T. It is only below 8 K that the magnetoresistance changes
sign at a higher field, due to superconducting fluctuations
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FIG. 3. (Color online) Magnetoresistance of a high resistivity
film (ρ ≈ 13 000 μ� cm) at low temperatures. Below 20 K, the
magnetoresistance is positive at low fields and negative at high fields.
Down to 8 K the variation of the magnetoresistance changes sign at
a fixed field, as is the case for a Kondo lattice.

known as the ghost critical field (GCF) effect [27]. Therefore,
above 8 K, the change of sign in the magnetoresistance is a
property of the normal state where granular Al films show a
heavy-fermion-like behavior.

Finally, we would like to address the effect of spin-flip
scattering on Tc. In a perturbed BCS superconductor Tc

decreases as [28,29]

ln

(
Tc

Tc0

)
= ψ

(
1

2

)
− ψ

(
1

2
+ �

4πkBTcτs

)
, (7)

where Tc0 is the critical temperature of an unperturbed
superconductor, ψ(x) is the digamma function, and �/τs is
given by [30]

�

τs

= π

4
ciS(S + 1)N (0)|J |2. (8)

We have established above that the resistivity dependence
of the density of states is negligible. Considering N (0) =
0.381 eV−1 for aluminum, typical values of S = 0.5, J =
1 eV, and a concentration of 400 ppm, we get �/τs ≈ 0.1 meV.
This gives Tc ≈ 2.73 K for a superconductor with Tc0 ≈ 3.2 K.
Therefore, the measured spin concentration is insufficient in
order to explain the decrease of Tc as the metal to insulator
transition is approached.

A more probable explanation of the decrease of Tc lies
in the reduced Fermi energy. For the sample with ρ300K ≈
13 000 μ� cm (Fig. 3), the Fermi energy is down to 0.34 eV.
We then calculate an effective Coulomb pseudopotential μ∗ ≈
0.15 instead of the standard value of μ∗ ≈ 0.1 [31]. This leads
to a reduced Tc of about 1 K even smaller than the measured
Tc [31].

In conclusion, the scattering of conduction electrons by free
spins, whose presence in granular Al/Al2O3 films was directly
confirmed by muon spin rotation experiments, increases by
several orders of magnitude as the grains are progressively
decoupled. This large increase is attributed to the decrease in
the effective Fermi energy. At high resistivities it approaches
the electrostatic energy of the grain and a Mott transition
is likely to occur. The critical resistivity at this transition is
in agreement with previous experimental observations of a
metal to insulator transition in granular Al films. A heavy-
fermion-like behavior is observed in the magnetoresistance of
the films as the Mott transition is approached and the effective
mass increases. Elucidation of the coexistence of free spins in
granular Al with enhanced superconductivity requires further
work.
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